Posterior clearance increases the knee extension angle in cruciate retaining type total knee arthroplasty: Intraoperative evaluation using a navigation system.
Posterior osteophyte of the femur can impinge on the tibia insert in total knee arthroplasty (TKA). Although osteophyte removal [posterior clearance (PC)] improves the flexion angle, its influence on the gaps and extension angle are unclear. This study investigated the effect of PC on the gaps and range of motion (ROM) using a navigation system, as well as PC's relationship with osteophyte size. Twenty-seven knees that underwent cruciate-retaining (CR)-type TKA were examined. Before and after PC, the ROM, hip-knee-ankle (HKA) angle, and flexion and extension gaps were recorded using a navigation system. Osteophyte size was measured in the lateral view in radiographs, and in the sagittal and axial planes of computed tomography (CT) images. The effects of PC on the gaps and ROM were analysed statistically. PC caused the extension gap to increase by 0.7 ± 0.9 mm in the medial (p < 0.001), and 0.9 ± 1.5 mm in the lateral compartment (p = 0.006). The extension angle increased by 4.9 ± 1.6°, flexion angle increased by 6.5 ± 5.0°, and HKA decreased by 0.3°. The increase in extension angle by PC was significantly correlated with the preoperative HKA angle (r = 0.594) and with the osteophyte area in radiographs and CT (r = 0.626 to 0.681). The extension and flexion gaps increased less than 1 mm in the medial and lateral compartments. PC achieving an additional 5° extension angle could promote full extension in severely deformed knees with a large posterior osteophyte. The extension angle increase by PC was correlated with the preoperative HKA angle and osteophyte size.